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NOTE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES

in the

ANGLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN.

I FIND it necessary to describe some outstanding features and
general purposes in the administration of the Sudan. These
purposes are necessarily influenced by the special circumstances
of a rather unwieldy territory supporting a population of approxi-
mately 6 million in a climate which for at least six months of the
year is disagreeable and, more particularly in the southern parts,
unhealthy. Summarily speaking, it may be said that the main
problems of the country are concerned with its  distances  and
diversities.

2. A bird's-eye view may be obtained on an airway journey
across the million square miles of superficial area of the territory.
The traveller, journeying southwards from the 22nd to the 4th
parallel of north latitude, can mark the course of the Nile and its
principal tributaries. He sees the narrow ribbon of riverain
verdure winding through seemingly spaceless desert up to the

3th parallel, when it enters s'parse bush country. He passes
thence over wide swampy wastes (parallels 9° to 60) of the Sudd
region of the Upper Nile and into the Equatoria Province. A
closer view will be presented to him at several brief checks in
this 2,000-mile flight. The Berberine type seen at Wadi Halfa
gives place to a darker-skinned and more casual cultivator in the
neighbourhood of Khartoum, whilst nearby, at Omdurman, in a
population of over ioo,000 he may study a mosaic of heterogeneous
North African humanity. At Malakal, soo miles southwards,
he meets lean, nude " Nilotics " who live a simple pastoral life
of their own which presents few features of habit, customs or idea
known or agreeable to more sophisticated northern folk. South
of this Nilotic region of swamp and precarious pasture lands lies
an area, administered frorn juba, which stretches to the confines
of Ethiopia, Kenya Colony, the Uganda Protectorate, the Belgian
Congo and French Equatorial Africa. It is inhabited for the most
part by sedentary and agricultural tribes belonging to a variety of
lingual and tribal groups who resemble in many respects the primi-
tive types encountered in other parts of East and Central Africa.

3. A traveller from east to west—from the Red Sea coast to
the frontier of French Equatorial Africa, a journey of 1,500 miles--
has a similar sense of transition and diversity. He passes quickly
from the modern and well-equipped harbour of Port Sudan to the
hills, whence Beja folk (" FuzzyWuzzies ") for thousands of years
past have watched the sea-borne traffic, but seldom, until a few
yeats back, engaged in money-making. They and the Nile
cultivators, separated by an almost waterless desert now spanned



by the railway, speak different languages and regard each other
with mutuål superciliousness. Travelling onwards  from  the river,
westwards across Kordofan, with its pagan hill-men (lately become
cotton-growers) to the south, and strongly tribalised units in the
centre and north, he reaches Darfur, which, until 1916, remained
a purely native State. Since it was brought within the fold of the
Sudan Government it has preserved its domestic life of camel-
owners in the north and the cattle folk (" Baggara ") in the south,
and still jealously maintains its mediaeval trappings of crowned
" kings " and knights garbed, on festive occasions, in chain armour
and riding brightly caparisoned chargers.

4. This casual impression of a great diversity of natural
conditions and physiological states is confirmed by closer acquaint-
ance with the Sudan and its peoples. Contrast Shilluk, Dinka
or Nuer pastoralists and fishermen with the Nuba cultivators who
hug the security of their rocky hills, the roving Baggara tribesmen
with the sedentary villagers in the plains. Compare jealous hus-
bandary by camel-owning tribes of the frugal resources of their
native deserts with the prodigality of " sauthern " folk who will
heedlessly burn down the vegetation of a hillside to catch a rat,
or casually destroy large areas of valuable forest in a search for
honeycombs. Contrast primitive, rnagic-haunted negroids with
the staid peasantry of the northern riverain districts, and urban
communities, to whom newspapers and lately the radio bring
the news of the world, with country men whose secular existence
has stayed almost undististurbed by the advent of the motor trans-
port and the distant passage of an aeroplane, and whose metropolis
is the hamlet where a local district headquarters is sited.

5. Despite the manifold difficulties created by these problems
of diversities and distance, and steadily effacing long memories of
bloodshed and disorder, a  pax Sudanica  has been established and
the foundations of an orderly administration laid throughout
the territory. These processes were begun soon after the over-
throw of Dervish rule in 1898 and splendidly carried on by British
military officers, whose work in many directions was ably seconded
by staunch Egyptian colleagues. Their travail in the early days
was, indeed, tremendous. The country had been left derelict.
Scarcely a trace of the former Egyptian Government organisation
remained. The Mandist revolt, followed by the highly centralised
and obscurantist regime of the Khalifa, laid waste the countryside.
Famine and distress were rife. Native and traditional institutions
were broken. The first task of administration was one of pacifica-
tion and national "first-aid.", for which men and machinery were
rapidly assembled and directed from headquarters at Khartoum.
Subsequently—this initial task being well in train—essential organs
of regular government were installed and a general policy laid down.
The keynote of the policy was " decentralisation and employment
of native agencies " in the administration of the Sudan. It



recognised historical divisions of the country and the strength of
parochial and traditional allegiances which facilitated the establish-
ment of native agencies competent to provide economically over
the greater part of the territory a fair modicum of essential public
services. It relied on native genius to develop organs of self-govern-
ment which could employ the men and methods acceptable to the
mass of a simple population. This evolution needed guidance to
avert risks of reactionary or oppressive practices in the earlier stages.
Hence the cautious, painstaking efforts of political officers in recent
years for the establishment of a regular system of Native Admini-
strations which has now spread—and is operating satisfactorily—
over all but the more urban or sophisticated parts of the country.
These Administrations differ in type, in accordance with local
conditions and sentiment, from old-fashioned tribal to more
modern and even quasi-municipal bodies. Their financial and
other circumstances are also various. Their courts administer
simple justice on customary lines as between man and man and
men and women. Many of them now implement services
previously lacking or which were operated more expensively by
bureaucratic machinery. Their contribution to public security
and general contentment is al ready notable. With increased
experience and popular education they will become more efficient
and more progressive.

6. It is not surprising, however, that an era of unexampled
peace and comparative prosperitv (derived largely from loan
expenditure of not less than £zo million on development works)
should present fresh problems for the Government and stimulate
native demands for further public services and opportunities for
material progress. Solutions for these problems are hard to discover
in view of the natural circumstances of the territory. Its population
is small in rela tion to its area and widely dispersed. The country
is primarily an agricultural one, but much of it is infertile ; the
rainfall is unevenly distributed and, except in regions far distant
from a sea-port, very light. The main source of wealth is from
an export trade in primary products, the value of which varies
greatly from year to year in conformity with local yields and world
prices. By far the most important commodity is cotton, which
is cultivated principally in the (irrigated) Gezira plain, in " pockets
of riverain land, and in the Gash, Baraka and Nuba districts. Local
markets are few and, with one or two exceptions, very small. The
public transport system has been widely extended but, nevertheless,
intercommunications are very long and in many parts still difficult.
Mineral production is almost negligible. These are hard facts of
the situation which cannot be ignored. In many parts of the
country it must be recognised that for a long while opportunities
for economic development and trade will remain few and uncertain.
Happily, the native Sudanese is a realist. The elders learned in a
stern school of sheer necessity how to " tighten their belts " in
hard times and to accept adversity with a erace that evokes admiration.



•Amongst them hospitality to all is still a cherished obligation. Some
of the younger ones ask, but seldom expect, the Government to
perform miracles. Throughout the country, as distinct
from the larger towns, the people have retained an art and
simple standards of livir g that give them immunity from the
abject misery seen occasionally in more developed countries. Only
when food crops fail ccmpletely, or the cattle die in herds froni
murrain or drought, is a district offiee besieged by anxious claimants
for assistance. And after all risks of famine have been averted,
their taxes reduced to token rates and such practical aid as is possible
obtained, they resign themselves cheerfully to Providence and
hope for " better times next year. ' In the outlying districts local
Administrations endeavour to substitute for warlike preparation
and the glamour of the foray the excitement of tribal assemblies,
with the valuable opportunities they afford for sifting grievances
and adjusting inter-tribal affairs. In more developed areas popular
gatherings are also a feature, but take the form of horse and
agricultural shows which can combine incentive to improvements
with the fun of the fair. A hospital, everywhere, is a cherished in-
stitution ; dispensaries and first- aid posts are now spread like a bene-
ficent net over the whole country. Agricultural and veterinary
inspectors are assured of a friendly welcome. The value of
organised effort for the suppression of pests and disease is better
appreciated. Wherever an elementary education has been diffused,
understanding of the benefits—and lim;tations—of more scientific
methods is growing rapidly. On the other hand, an extended
circulation of money, mainly derived from profits on the export
trade, is enabling the population in a steadily increasing measure to
obtain its requirements of tea, sugar, better clothing and household
amenities. Standards of living are being generally improved, but
still vary enormously in different parts of the country and are liable
to fluctuate according to market conditions. Only in the larger
towns where there is a quicker spirit of emulation are the difficulties
experienced on this account considerable as yet.•

7. The general conditions of the Northern Sudan must be
sharply distinguished from those of the south. In the former
region Arabic is generally a linguafranca and Arab social and cultural
ideas are more familiar. South of latitude 12° is met a medley of
tribes, with different languages and usages, in which few threads
of common sentiment are discernible outside the primitive needs
needs for food, reproduction and self defence. Natural obstacles
of terrain and intercommunication in a region subject to an annual
alternation from inundation to--in many places— drought are greater.
Trade is mea gre and cash crops hard to find and market
profitably. Sleepir g sickness and " fly " head the list of a large
range of local evils. The whole of the region is highly malarious.
Baleful memories of populations which were decimated in places

•and disorganised everywhere by the slave traffic created a miasma
of distrust of any outside interference, which is only now being



dispelled by extended contact with the officers of a new Govern-
ment that has proved to be benevolent as well as powerful. More
than thirty years of patient, cautious penetration by officials and
others, including missionaries, is beginning to yield fruits in the
reintegration of a normal tribal life, in good public security and a
friendly attitude on the part of the natives. These southern
societies are now in process of being reformed along indigenous
patterns in accordance with their natural capacities and material
requirements. This is the simple aim of the s3-called " Southern
Policy." It recognises that sDuthern genius is distinctively African
and negroid. It conceives that the desirable nexus between the
peoples of the Northern and SDuthern Suclan will be best established
on a firm basis of common interests ani mutual tolerance. As
time passes, this nexus will undoubtedly be strengthened and
extended, but whether, initially, by passage of Northern Sudanese
southwards or, as seems more likely, by an infiltration of " souther-
ners " seeking work in the more prosperous districts of the Northern
Sudan, is still uncertain. In either case the primary urge will be
an economic one and intermingling of the two—very different--
racial stocks need entail a state of political subjection to neither.
Improved relations already prevailing on the fringes of north
and s3uth between " Arabicised " and negroid pastoralists promise
well for the ultimate success of a policy which is clearly well adapted
to suit local conditions and by its utilisation of " southern " employees
has provided a good and most economical administration of the
region. In the wilder parts of the territory a risk of local distur-
bances and of outbreaks of violence must always be taken into
account. Administrative hold is necessarily light, the people are
easily excitable and warrior classes still cherish a martial tradition.
But the risk seems to have lessened of late years. 1n many com-
munities a more reasonable element is coming to the front and
chiefs, in regular contact with a District Commissioner, exercise,
with the support of their retainers, a new and more wholesome
authority. Behind them, in an emergency, stand the State police,
a stout body of men usually recruited locally and organised on a
provincial basis. In the background, and more rarely called upon,
is the Sudan Defence Force, bighly mobile and well equipped for
frontier protection and military operations in the country.

8. Thus, for the past forty years, the population of the Sudan
has experienced the benefits of orderly administration under the
Government constituted by the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement of
1898. This agreement was confirmed by the terms of the recent
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, which also
declared that the primary aim of administration in the Sudan must
be the welfare of the Sudanese. The Sudan Government has,
in fact, enjoyed a generous delegation of prerogative and autonomy
in the Condominium State. It is noteworthy, too, that, as the
result of greater freedom and spread of literary education, an original
sense of ethnic distinction on the part of tbe Sudanese is beginning



to develop along new cultural and political lines. Already in certain
restricted circles the ideals of a separate nationality and Sudanese
autonomy have been debated. Such concepts may be regarded as
premature, and find little immediate support from responsible
leaders, yet as indications of a wider outlook by the younger Sudanese
and desire to raise their contribution in the public service they merit
sympathetic attention. Native common sense and shrewd
appreciation of realities may prove the best safeguards against
extravagant expositions of a nationalist thesis. Wisely led and
controlled, the movement may serve to provide men and a public
spirit of which the country stands in need. The time is far distant
when Sudanese participation in the Central Government could
assume the representative character adapted to a less heterogeneous
and unsophisticated public. On the other hand, it is manifest
that for more advanced and technical public services Native
Administrations must depend on the good offices of State Depart-
ments and provincial executives. The training of Sudanese native
personnel to take an increasing part in the rendering of these offices
must be an important item of a progressive administrative policy
that requires for its fruition the civilising process of increased
knowledge and aptitudes which it is a primary purpose of a modern
educational system to promote. The provision of such a system,
well adapted to actual requirements of the Sudan, is not a simple
matter. Difficulties in the way are not solely (as has sometimes
been suggested), or even principally, financial ones. Rather are
they derived from an obligationto obtain a much broader foundation
of elementary schooling, for both sexes, and also to contrive that
secondary education shall not outrun either local mental capacities
or the field of useful employment. The artificial creation of a
clerical class in numbers exceeding the economic capacity of the
country to absorb in its public services, in agriculture and trade,
would be a disservice to the scholars and to the country alike. Local
educational problems were discussed in reports, recently published,
which also sketched out a programme of development the main
lines of which have already been adopted by the Government.
At the same time, a serious effort is being made to extend local
facilities for higher and vocational training. The recent appearance
of a number of Sudanese graduates in the medical and legal
professions and in other branches of the public service marks a
notable achievement and is of good augury for the future.

9. In a short period of sixty years the Sudan has been put under
three regimes, which differed greatly in inspiration, methods and
achievement. Each of these three regimes took for its headquarters
a site near the junction of the Blue and White Niles. The
two rivers are now spanned by fine bridges and Khartoum,
the present capital, is connected by rail and airways with the outer
world. The city and, in a more modest degree, its neighbouring
towns of Omdurman and Khartoum North, like Atbara the
railways centre—and Port Sudan, possess most of the amenities



of a modern town. The conditions and general outlook of these
urban cjmmunities, Sudanese as well as others, are in many
respects very dissimilar to those of the country at large. There is
a tendency in certain quarters to ignore this disparity, which
admittedly is due chiefly to external influences and has little
Sudanese indigenous quality about it. But Khartoum, as the
arbiter of policy, a centre of departmental systems, trade and of
higher education, has taken, and will continue to take, a leading
part in the regeneration of the Sudan. Present standards of admini-
stration and public services---including so-called nation-building
ones—could not be maintained or expanded to meet the growing
needs of the country except on the existing basis of government.
Whilst retaining this basis, care must be exercised that the structure
erected upon it does not become top-heavy either through the
employment of an excessive number of non-Sudanese officials or
by the institution of too bureaucratic a system. The distinctive
features of the Sudan, its distances and diversities, its physical
and psychological States and its relative poverty, are all opposed
to over-centralisation of its administration and the engagement
of a horde of minor functionaries. Under a wise policy of decen-
tralisation the present system of bureaucratic executives and native
administrations might ultimately, with the loyal co-operation of
better-educated members of urban commtnities, be welded into
larg ?.r and more independent organs of provincial self-government
and enabled to exercise much greater authority and financial powers.
The constitution of such organs must inevitably take time to erect--
in many places to-day the practical difficulties appear almost insuper-
able—but tribal amalgamations, the growth of civic sense in towns
and villages, an extension of popular education (for girls as well
as boys) and bureaucratic reforms favourable to the employment
of Sudanese in more responsible capacities are processes all leading
slowly but surely in this direction, whilst municipal developments
in several of the larger towns of the Northern Sudan may also
provide additional opportunities for individual training in the
difficult art of self-government.

In conclusion, emphasis must be laid on a paramount obligation
that public expenditure should not exceed the restricted economic
capacity of the country. Four years of relative prosperity have
temporarily strengthened its financial position and provided reserve
funds which, in lean years, may relieve burdens on an agricultural
population that is largely dependent on a single cash crop. Subject
to the maintenance of public security and good administration,
and the need to provide for a steady rate of material progress, a
close rein must be kept on all administrative expenditure and any
extensions of public services the additional costs of which may not
be forthcoming from new and remunerative development processes.
The welfare of the Sudinese people is likely to be promoted neither
by a spectacular process of development nor too rapid innovations
in administration. To the Sudan may truly be applied an Arab
adage that " haste is of the devil, slow deliberation is of God."

May.  io-48. G. S. S.
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